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Learning Control. During this period of rapid develop-
ment baby will become more and more self-assertive, and it is
a wise mother who gives him the right training during this time.
His days go by with unceasing regularity, baby always being held
to a regular program with its character-building discipline. He
has long since learned bowel control, and has his regular times
on his nursery chair for this function. And during these months
it is comparatively easy to teach him to empty his bladder when
placed upon his nursery chair. There will be accidents in be-
tween, of course, but at least baby will know why he is placed
upon his little chair, and more and more he will come to develop
the control that will help him to wait for the proper time.
However, no mother should be discouraged if she finds it im-
possible to teach her baby bladder control as early as she thinks
she should. There is a great difference in babies—in the strength
and responsiveness of their nervous systems; and there is no
need for worry if baby simply will not learn as soon as we would
like to have him, but insists on wetting himself all through these
months. It seems to be more difficult to train the bottle baby
than the breast-fed, and mothers do say that bottle babies are
always wet. So we shall simply do the best we can, and not nag
baby or use up our time or nervous energy by standing over him
continually for fear he will wet his diaper. We shall keep him on
a regular program, with a regular time for sitting on his chair.
Give him reasonable attention, without the nervous strain of
excessive anxiety, and he will come out all right.
Physical Examination. Baby should have an occasional
physical examination. He may be taken regularly to the welfare
clinic or the family physician, and if there is any local irritation
or nutritional fault it will be determined, and any abnormal con-
dition corrected. Being assured that all such conditions are
properly looked after and that baby's daily routine is normal,
we shall accept him as an individual—a law unto himself. And
gradually, under such conditions, the baby who is born with
perhaps not the amount of nerve strength that we would wish
him to have, will come, in the end, either in this year or in the
years to come, to approximate more nearly the normal and our
ideal for him.

